
 
 HypeCentral, LLC  
 PO Box 1867 
 Maryland Heights,  MO 63143 
   
   
Pedigree   

 Name:  

 City/State/ZIP:  

 Current Occupation:  

 How Did You Hear About Us:        Online    Referral    Pamphlet 
   

About Us:   
 HypeCentral is a faith based organizational hub, targeting the divinely gifted, those with unique 

talents and diverse abilities. a community designed to educate, inspire and support. Until now, 
many gifted individuals remained hidden within shadows of society, questioning how their gifts 
could translate into gracious support for mankind. By specialization in the understanding of gifts 
talents, and abilities, HypeCentral, hopes to further a collective insight into the diversity and 
recommended use of those special abilities globally. 

 HypeCentral, believes spiritual interventions do occur in daily life. As this league of like-
minded people grow in their individual developments, they will have opportunity to share the way 
life had been prior to our unique hub. Focus groups designed for open discussions will be created 
as a safe place to talk about the challenges each of them faced during daily interactions with 
people places and things, including revelations experienced from some elements of nature.    

 In addition, HypeCentral, finds, divine giftings useful in assisting with emotional or spiritual 
droughts currently experienced within society. A person’s pedigree will not determine whether 
support or guidance is offered. Coaching, mentorship, intuitive messages, and video tutorials will 
aid to growth and understanding of gifts. Honorable mentions of song artists, and actors in movies 
will be used to compliment scenario life balancing. Finally, most Interactions will occur via social 
media sites, vlogs, e-mail, and workshops with guest speakers. A direct link to Hype Now for 
open discussions, will be made available helping to keep us happily connected.   

  HypeCentral's, ultimate goal culminates in expanding on the foundational truth that the 
greatest gift to be shared with the world is Love. The global landscape in which we now live, is 
filled with diverse, intelligent, and intuitive people, who fully understand gifts, and abilities not 
based in charity, can become harmful and reckless. We will aggressively challenge the stigma of 
this mis-guided service by positive instruction and support along with some safety guidelines.       

 We are extremely excited to create this Hub. A place where yearning individuals as one 
cohesive unit can become capable, focused and acutely aware about how to start their journey 
forward with their gifts, to mankind.  HypeCentral, will have done its job well when individuals or 
groups leave equipped with a better knowledge of Christian based truths...and how to share their 
divine gift, First locally where they reside and then progressively around the world. 

 
 
 
 
 

   



 
To understand more….Take Our Short Survey 
   
 What is Love to you?  

   
   

 People say I’m good at:  
   
   

 Name something that you would love to do or create:  
   
   

 Dreams: Are they…  Inspirational  Instructional    Vividly Revelatory   All Past Life 

 What are you most passionate about?  

   
   

 I consider myself an  Optimist     Skeptic     Pessimist            

Explain:   

   
   
   
 I say what I mean, I mean what I say    True    False         

Explain:   

   
   
   

 Is there anything or anyone you consider perfect?    Yes       No 

Explain   
   
   

 Where do you see yourself in 12 months?  
   
   

 Purpose driven….What does this mean to you?  
   
   



 
 

 

 Describe what brings you the greatest joy….  
   
   

 Confusion or Chaos….Explain the first thing that comes to mind.  
   
   

 Internal longings…describe if any exist.  
   
   

 Any sudden life changes…How did it affect your life.  
   
   

 What stands out about your childhood.  Express if you are able  

 Best describe your dream state.  
 Clear, understandable take away  
 Hodge podge of snippets, some familiar or not, awaken empty, confused 
 Other.   Explain.  

   
   
   

 


